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Abstract

A low frequency modulation feature, LFMAD, was examined
under several conditions with regard to its robustness on
speech/music discrimination. The feature was tested on LF
components from 2 Hz to 27 Hz and with different analysis
window sizes. This feature performs best when using an
analysis window size containing only one period of the LF
component to be used. When the music contained much
vocals, the error rate increased compared with only
instrumental music in the speech/music discrimination task.
This effect was found in LFMAD as well as in the MFCC
feature, which was used for comparison. Tests were also
carried out with signals in additive noise from 30 dB to 0 dB
SNR. LFMAD performed better than MFCC in these tests.
The error rate was higher for speech signals. There was a bias
towards classifying data as music when the test conditions
diverged from those of the training condition. This effect is
less obvious for LFMAD than for MFCC. The best results in
this study were obtained when combining the two features
LFMAD and MFCC into a mixed feature. This seems to be a
more robust feature regarding the speech/music
discrimination ability and could be recommended when
scanning data bases of unknown quality for speech events.

1. Background and report layout

The speech/music discrimination task has been examined by
several authors [1, 2, 3, 4] with different approaches. The LF
modulation of speech and music respectively show different
behaviour. An LF modulation feature can be used to
discriminate between speech and music [1]. The used feature,
4 Hz ASD, is now being further examined on several aspects.
The following investigations are presented in this paper:

• Comparison between the different LFMAD-n features
(Low Frequency Modulation Amplitude and Deviation,
n Hz ) and some combinations of them. This includes a
study of different window sizes.

• The effect of vocals in the music

• The effect of additive noise in the test data

2. Data base, features and model

The data base used in these experiments was the same as in
the previous paper [1] extended with vocal music and choir
music.

Table 1. Sound database overview. Nr means number of
speakers or number of music pieces.

Training EER Test
Sound Class Minutes Nr Minutes Nr Minute

s
Nr

Speech 17 49 8 19 15 48
Instrumental 16 53 7 23 15 48

Vocal 19 41 10 21 14 31
Choir 14 9 ------- --- 15 10
Mixed 16 51 (8) (25) 11 38

Speech training and EER data are samples from the
Waxholm data base [5]. EER data is used to calculate a
threshold for the score, giving Equal Error Rate on EER data
when using the models from training data. This threshold is
also used on test data whenever a decision on only two classes
is to be made. The music database consists of the four parts
instrumental, vocal, choir and mixed music. All music
training and EER data are samples from CD recordings.
Mixed music contains both instrumental and vocal music
pieces. The choir music is a cappella music. The mix of
male/female speakers was approximately 75%/25% for
training and EER data and 50% each for test data.

The test data (except for the choir data) were collected
from the Swedish broadcast during January and February
2001 using a standard FM receiver. The speech contained a
variety of speaking styles and the music represented different
styles such as pop, rock, country classical music etc. The
choir music data were all collected from CD recordings.

All data were sampled at 16 kHz with 16 bits in mono.
As a standard feature for comparison was used the 39-

MFCC features, i. e. 13 Mel frequency cepstrum coefficients
using a Hamming window of 32 ms with their delta and delta-
delta coefficients calculated over 100 ms with linear
regression. This gives a 39-dimensional vector. A 78-MFCC
feature uses 26 MFCC features, giving a 78-dimensional
vector. The LFMAD feature is described in section 3. Also
the earlier reported [1] mixed feature, combined of 39-MFCC
and LFMAD, were used in the tests.

Some of the best of the LFMAD features, namely the
LFMAD-4 (the same as 4 HZ ASD) and LFMAD-5 were
used. All tests were performed using a GMM-32 (Gaussian
Mixture Model with 32 mixture components).

3. Choice of LF component

3.1 Feature extraction

The features were extracted from the LF modulation
amplitude and its standard deviation for 20 critical bands,
giving a 40-dimensional vector, referred to as LFMAD, in the
same way as the 4 Hz ASD [1]. This means using a critical-
band filter bank (20 bands), rectifying, low pass filtering at 28



Hz, normalising by long-term average and finally extracting
the log power of the desired low frequency component,
calculated by FFT. The size of the analysis window was
varied from 37.5 ms for the 27 Hz feature up to 1 second. The
standard deviation of each amplitude was calculated using 20
overlapping windows with an increment of 12.5 ms, giving a
decision window size that varies from approximately 290 to
1250 ms.

The influence of the analysis window size was examined
by computing LFMAD-n, with n=2 to 27 and testing the
discrimination ability. Some of them were also combined to
see if this could improve the results.

3.2 Results

In Fig. 1 and Table 2 the error rate is presented vs. analysis
window size in ms as well as in number of periods of the LF
modulation component. This means that the 4 Hz component
calculated with a window size of 1 second contains 4 periods,
while 250 ms contains 1 period.

Error rate vs analysis window size
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Figure 1. Error rate, for test and EER data for speech/music
discrimination with LFMAD features with different analysis
window sizes. The results are presented as number of LF
periods (top) and in ms (bottom) for those with one LF
period. Linear regression lines are embedded in the top
graph. EER and test data are almost parallel with a distance
of 9.3 %.

When performing a t-test with samples-in-pair a
significant difference is found between long and short
analysis window size for the same LF component. It is also
significant that the error rate in speech data is higher than in
music data. From these results it does not seem to be critical
what LF component to use as long as the analysis window
size is one period. The differences between test data results in
the interval between 37.5 and 250 ms are small, not linear and
not statistically significant. For the used test data, the 4 and 5
Hz together with the 16 and 20 Hz performs best. The
investigations in section 4 and 5 are using the 4 Hz and 5 Hz
features with one period analysis window, LFMAD-4 and
LFMAD-5.

The LF component, especially for speech, is not static and
the larger the window, the more it varies. This explains why
this feature performs better for smaller windows. From this
investigation it is found that the whole interval from 37.5 ms

to at least 250 ms can be used. The longer durations probably
correspond to the syllable rate, 4-5 Hz, while the shorter ones
could correspond to movements in the lips and glottis.
According to Stevens [6] these durations can be as short as 5-
10 ms for the lips and 80 – 150 ms for glottis.

Combining the LF components did not improve the
results. It is probably due to the need of a larger analysis
window size that an expected improvement from the
combination did not have an effect.

Table 1. Error rate for test data for different Low
Frequency Modulation features when discriminating
between speech and music. The best are 4, 5, 16 and 20
Hz, with no significant difference.

LF
comp
(Hz)

Analysis
window size

(ms)

Period
s

Equal
Error
Rate
(%)

Error in
Test data

(%)

2 500 1 10,6 20,0
2 1000 2 12,1 21,7
3 320 1 10,2 20,8
3 1000 3,3 12,9 20,7
4 250 1 10,1 18,7
4 500 2 13,3 20,6
4 1000 4 17,5 24,9
5 200 1 9,9 18,7
5 1000 5 16,6 24,5
6 162,5 1 9,8 19,1
8 125 1 9,8 19,5
8 500 4 18,3 25,8
8 1000 8 18,4 28,2

10 100 1 9,5 19,3
16 62,5 1 9,1 18,7
20 50 1 9,2 18,6
27 37,5 1 9,4 19,3

4. Several music classes

To investigate the effect of vocal vs. instrumental music, a
comparison was performed with different kind of music
classes. The database used is presented above. First a vocal
music model was trained in the same way as the instrumental
music models above. The discriminating ability was examined
for some features and compared with the results from
speech/instrumental music discrimination.

Also models for choir music a cappella were built.
Confusion tests with several music classes and one speech
class were performed. Note that these tests could not be
performed with the calculated EER threshold.

4.1 Results

4.1.1. Vocal vs. instrumental music

Tests were performed with speech vs. two different music
classes. One class contained only instrumental music, the
same as above, and the other consisted of the vocal music
class. The amount of song in each piece was 75 – 90%. The
result, presented in Table 2, shows that the error rate for vocal
music is larger than for instrumental music in all cases, and
more for MFCC than for LFMAD. MFCC is designed for
recognising the timbre in the sound while LFMAD recognises
the rhythm (LF modulation) and it's distribution over
frequency bands. This can explain the smaller increase in



error rate for LFMAD than for MFCC. The mixed feature
seem to take advantage of both, since it performs best.

There is a bias towards classifying data as music. Keep in
mind that the test data are sampled from other conditions than
the training data.

Table 2. Frame by frame error rate (%) for discriminating
between speech and music. The average value is
calculated between speech and music test data.

Instrumental Vocal

Test data and feature EER Test Average EER Test Average

LFMAD-4 ---------- ----------- 18,1 ---------- --------- 20,8
Speech 10,1 22,3 --------- 12,4 31,4 ---------
Music 10,1 13,9 --------- 12,4 10,2 ---------

39-MFCC ------------ ---------- 17,2 ----------- ------------ 30,1
Speech 4,6 27,9 --------- 9,7 55,8 ---------
Music 4,6 6,4 --------- 9,7 4,4 ---------

78-MFCC ------------ ---------- 17,6 ----------- ------------ 24,9
Speech 3,4 29,4 --------- 5,8 48,14 ---------
Music 3,4 5,7 --------- 5,8 1,7 ---------

Mixed ------------ ---------- 15,0 ----------- ------------ 20,2
Speech 4,4 23,0 --------- 6,3 37,8 ---------
Music 4,4 7,1 --------- 6,3 2,7 ---------

4.1.2. Confusion matrices for several classes

Classification tests were carried out on 3 and 4 different
classes. The music was divided into one choir music class
and either one mixed music class or one vocal and one
instrumental music class. The number of correctly classified
frames for the choir music class remains almost constant
when splitting the mixed music class into one vocal and one
instrumental class. It is also relatively well classified which
could depend on the fact that both training and test data were
collected from CD recordings. Overall there was a small
difference between MFCC and LFMAD to the advantage of
MFCC, but again the mixed feature performed best. Only part
of the result is presented in Tables 3 and 4. Three features are
presented from the 3-class classifying task and only the best,
the mixed feature, from the 4-class classifying task.

It can be seen that speech and choir music are seldom
confused with each other and music, either two or three
classes, takes the most mis-classified frames. This is partly
due to the common tendency to classify more frames as music
and here this is reinforced due to the absence of an EER
threshold in the classification procedure.

The results from 78-MFCC and LFMAD-4 show that a
total agreement of 70% and 68% respectively was obtained. A
better measure could be the Kappa coefficient [7, 8], which
compensates for the chance probability. It is defined as
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where P(A) is the overall agreement and P(E) is the
probability that agreement should occur by chance.

Table 3. Confusion matrix for 3 features and 3 classes.
Test input in rows and classifications in columns.

78-MFCC Speech Mixed music Choir music

Speech 59,8 27,7 12,5
Mixed music 6,6 75,3 18,1
Choir music 1,4 22,3 76,3

LFMAD-4 Speech Mixed music Choir music

Speech 66,4 27,1 6,6
Mixed music 11,8 62,2 26,1
Choir music 3,5 21,0 75,5

Mixed feature Speech Mixed music Choir music

Speech 64,0 31,5 4,5
Mixed music 7,9 72,1 20,1
Choir music 1,3 17,1 81,6

Table 4. Confusion matrix for the mixed feature and 4
classes. Test input in rows and classifications in columns.

Mixed feature Speech Vocal Instrumental Choir

Speech 51,1 35,6 10,0 3,3

Vocal music 1,5 64,8 30,1 3,7

Instrumental 3,6 31,5 43,4 21,6

Choir music 0,9 8,9 10,8 79,5
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Figure 2. Result from classification test. % correct (left)
and false (right) classified frames for the classes Speech
(S), Vocal music (V), Instrumental music (I), mixed music
(M) and Choir music (C) respectively. The left graphs for
three classes and the right for four classes. The features
presented are the mixed feature (top) and LFMAD-4
(bottom).

Table 5. Results from confusion tests. See text.

3 Classes 4 Classes
P(A) Kappa P(A) Kappa

39-MFCC 0,71 0,56 0,58 0,44
78-MFCC 0,70 0,56 0,59 0,45
LFMAD-4 0,68 0,52 0,52 0,37

Mixed 0,73 0,59 0,60 0,46

Kappa is normally used to measure agreement between
two or more annotators or judges. In our case, one of the
judges is the correct classification and the other is the
classifier to be tested. Kappa values for the tests performed



are presented in Table 5. A Kappa value around 0.5 is only
considered as 'moderate'.

5. Noisy signals

In order to examine the robustness against noise for different
features, white Gaussian noise was added to the test data. The
noise was controlled to achieve a certain SNR, measured over
one second. The noise was added assuming that the original
test data was clean.

5.1 Features

LFMAD-4 and LFMAD-5 were chosen as LF features
since they were among the best in the tests in section 3. Also
39-MFCC and 78-MFCC together with the mixed feature was
used in the test.

5.2 Data base

The test database for speech and instrumental music,
described above, with additive white noise, was used.

5.3 Results

The results of these investigations, presented in Fig. 3 , show
that the LFMAD features do not degrade as fast as the
conventional MFCC. This was expected, since when going
from training (and EER) data to test data with a different
environment (or channel) the error rate for MFCC increased
more than for LFMAD. However, when adding noise, the
error rate for speech increases more than for music, as noticed
in earlier tests too. This can be explained simply by the fact
that the noise itself can be considered as another sound source
and music already contains more than one source. This was
found for both MFCC and LFMAD. The LFMAD-4 and
LFMAD-5 performed almost equally but only LFMAD-5 is
presented.

Also note that the mixed feature takes advantage of both
the MFCC and the LFMAD, and actually performs best.

6. Discussion and concluding remarks

This paper shows that the LF modulation feature LFMAD
is more robust than MFCC in a speech/music discrimination
task. It does not degrade as much as MFCC when the test
conditions diverge from those of the training situation.
However, the conventional MFCC features perform better
under circumstances with only instrumental music. Thus,
LFMAD or even better, the mixed feature, could be
recommended when scanning data bases of unknown quality
for speech events in segments with sizes of a couple of
seconds, choosing the threshold in such a way that speech
segments will not be lost in the scan.
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Figure 3. Discrimination tests with noisy signals. See text.
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